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FRENCH RENAISSANCE ROMANCE - EDUCATION OF WOMEN EXAMINED

1. BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. Premiere partie des avantures de Floride. En cette histoire
Françoise on peut voir les differens evenemens d’amour, de fortune et d’honneur, & combien
sont en fin agreables les fruits de la vertu. De l’invention de Beroalde de Verville. Reveu, corrigé
& augmenté par le mesme autheur.
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val, libraire & imprimeur ordinaire du Roy. 1601. [TOGETHER WITH]

[BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François.] Seconde partie des avantures de Floride. En laquelle, outre
la suite de l’histoire, se rencontrent divers succez vertueux ...
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val ... 1601. [TOGETHER WITH]

BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. Troisieme partie des avantures de Floride. En laquelle on
recognoist par evenemens divers les punitions de ceux qui ont voulu contrevenir à l’honneur ...
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val ... 1601. [TOGETHER WITH]
BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. L’infante determinee, qui est le quatriesme des avantures de
Floride, où se voyent plusieurs trophees de la vertu triomphante du vice ...
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val ... 1601. [TOGETHER WITH]

BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. Cinquiesme partie des avantures de Floride, qui est le
cabinet de Minerve. Auquel sont plusieurs singularitez. Figures. Tableaux. Antiques. Recherches
saintes. Remarques serieuses. Où se voyent plusieurs trophees de la vertu triomphante du vice
...
A Rouen, chez Raphaël du PetitVal ... 1601.Together 5 separate volumes. Each 12mo (approx. 8 x 14cm) [24], 527, [1]; [24],
576; [24], 572; [12], 382 pp.; [12], 289 [i.e. 288]ff., each volume with eighteenth century ownership inscription in ink to
flyleaf or title-page (“Ex Bibliotheca Joannis Viti a Wurtzburg”), final leaf of second volume foxed, section of vellum torn at foot
of front board of volume 3 (exposing small section of sixteenth century printed waste padding inside board), volume 5 with 2
preliminary leaves with marginal tears (not affecting printed text), a fresh, crisp set in very good, wholly unrestored, condition
in contemporary limp vellum, spines with faded traces of early manuscript titles, light wear to extremities, very good.
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A rare complete set in five volumes of the French Renaissance romance Les Avantures de Floride by the
French novelist and poet François Beroalde de Verville (1556-1626). A polymath whose interests
ranged from poetry to science, Verville published works on a diversity of subjects, including
alchemy, silk worms, mathematics and philosophy, however it is for his works in the fields of satire
and philosophical fiction, as exemplified here, that he is remembered in particular. After spending
much of the 1580s in Paris, he moved to Tours in 1589, settling there permanently. This five volume
proto-novel Floride was first printed in Tours between 1593-1596, followed by editions printed in
Lyon and Rouen. This edition of 1601 includes several additional prefatory addresses signed by the
Rouen printer Raphaël du Petit Val. Incorporating multiple tales, Verville here ranges over themes
of love, honour, fortune and virtue, much in the vein of the Arcadia (1590) of Sir Philip Sidney
(1554-1586), both being influenced by Greek models. That female readership of the work was
intended is evident from Verville’s choice of a female dedicatee “Madam Charlotte Adam, Dame de
la Valiere.” To his dedications addressed to her in the first three volumes are added several other
prefatory addresses “aux dames”. The fourth volume is addressed to “Mademoiselle de Marigni
Brochard.” The preface to the second volume is much-cited on account of it being a discourse on the
education of women. There are several references to England, including chapter vii in the fourth
volume, titled: “Armedon part d’Angleterre, & court une fortune estrange perdant Isabelle.”

All editions are rare. OCLC locates only a small numbers of copies of volumes from this edition:
Vol. I. 3 locations (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon; Columbia
University New York). Vol. II. 4 locations (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; University of Illinois;
Columbia University New York; Eötvös Loránd University Library). Vol. III.2 locations (Eötvös
Loránd University Library; Columbia University New York). Vol. IV. 3 locations (Eötvös Loránd
University Library; Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon; Columbia University New York). Vol. V. 8
locations (Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève; Bibliothèque Mazarine; Eötvös Loránd University
Library; Médiathèque de Montpellier; University of Pennsylvania; Herzog August Bibliothek;
Bibliothèque Nationale de France; University of Bern).
£6500
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LUTHERAN MARRIAGE CELEBRATED WITH BALTIC ROCOCO BINDINGS

2. [BIBLE.] Die Bibel oder die ganze Heilige Schrift des alten und neuen Testaments, nach
der deutschen Uebersetzung D. Martin Luthers ...
Rostock, Johann Jacob Adler. 1782. [TOGETHER WITH]

[HYMNAL.] Stralsundisches Gesangbuch zur Beförderung der öffentlichen und häuslichen
Andacht.
Stralsund, Christian Lorenz Struck. 1787. [BOUND WITH] Richtiger Abdruck der Episteln, Evangelien und Biblischen
Historien ... Stralsund, Christian Lorenz Struck. 1776. [BOUNDWITH] Die sämtlichen Psalmen des Königs und Propheten
Davids.Verdeutscht durch Doctor Martin Luthern ... Stralsund, Christian Lorenz Struck. 1774. Together 2 volumes. 8vo
(11 x 18cm) 4, [8], 1080, 312, [4] & ix, [7], 640, 16, 76; 176; 144, [4]pp., flyleaf of bible with nineteenth century inscriptions (“Martin F.Thiel Streilsund 1822 ...”)both volumes bound in matching red morocco, boards bordered with gilttooled rococo swags and floral tools, both front boards stamped in gilt “J.F. Tiel 1785”, both rear boards stamped in gilt
“C.M.Tielen 1785,” spines with raised bands, each compartment with floral tool at centre, spines titled by direct lettering
in gilt, patterned paper pastedowns, all edges gilt and gauffered, light wear to extremities.

Finely-bound in red morocco, these two volumes, a Lutheran Bible and hymn book in German, are decorated
with matching gilt-tooling in a bold rococo style with feathered swags and floral devices. They probably were
bound in the town of Stralsund, a Hanseatic port on the Baltic. Both volumes are stamped in gilt on the
front board “J.F. Tiel 1785”, and on the rear board “C.M.Tielen 1785,” suggesting that they were made to
commemorate the marriage of this couple in 1785. Bindings decorated in this high rococo style were popular
in Northern Europe only for a relatively brief period in the second half of the eighteenth century and good
examples rarely are offered for sale.
£2500
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LIFE OF LADY JANE GREY BY HER ITALIAN TUTOR

3. FLORIO, Michelangelo. Historia de la vita e de la morte de l’illustriss. signora Giovanna
Graia, gia regina eletta e publicata d’Inghilterra: e de le cose accadute in quel regno dopo la
morte del re Edoardo VI. Nella quale secondo le secondo le divine Scrittura si tratta de i
principali articoli de la religione Christiana …
Stampato appresso Richardo Pittore [i.e. Middelburg, Richard Schilders?] 1607. First edition. 8vo (10 x 16cm) [8], 378
[i.e.322], [30]pp., (complete) title framed by printed border, some negligible paper toning, nineteenth century heraldic
bookplate: “ex libris Jacobi P.R. Lyell,” very good in original plain Dutch vellum, spine titled in manuscript, light wear to
extremities.

First edition of this scarce account by Michelangelo Florio (d.c.1566) of the life and brief reign of Lady Jane
Grey (1537-1554). The Italian protestant minister and translator Florio arrived in England in 1550, at first
serving as pastor to the Italian protestant congregation in London and later becoming an Italian tutor, a
profession that would be continued with considerable success by his son John Florio (1553-1625).
Michelangelo Florio tutored Lady Jane Grey in Italian, dedicating to her his Regole de la lingua thoscana
(manuscript, 1553). Florio fled England for Strasbourg in 1554 and penned this history, the only contemporaneous record of Jane’s reign, around 1561. However, perhaps for political reasons, it was not printed until
1607, at Middelburg in the Netherlands, at the instigation of the Dutch scholar and merchant Johan
Radermacher. Appended to the book is a transcript in Italian of Bishop Nicholas Ridley’s defence of his faith
when interviewed at Oxford 17 April 1554 by Richard Smith and other theologians.
Shaaber F132.

£2500
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LIFE OF CHRIST “FOR THE CHILDREN OF THE POOR”

4. D’OYLY, Catherine. The history of the life and death of our Blessed Saviour.
Southampton, printed and sold by T. Baker. 1794. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22.5cm) vi, 13, 8-711, [1]pp., first issue (i.e.
without inserted leaf with “list of subscribers in Scotland”), very good in contemporary straight-grain red morocco, small
marginal closed tear to final leaf (no loss), marbled pastedowns, flat spine ruled and direct-lettered in gilt, all edges gilt,
light wear to extremities.
A fine copy in contemporary red morocco of the first edition of this scarce life of Christ composed by
Catherine D’Oyly for use in the Christian education of poor children. A lengthy list of subscribers follows
the authors introductory address in which she explains her motivation for writing: “Having much leisure,
and wishing to employ it as usefully as possible, she some years ago took upon herself the superintendence
of one of those private charitable establishments, which have been instituted in various parts of the kingdom,
for the increase of religion and encouragement of industry amongst the children of the poor; and that she
might perform this voluntary duty so as to make a lasting impression upon the minds of her pupils, she
determined attentively to peruse the sacred Scriptures, with the several excellent commentaries, and to
intersperse such observations of her own mind as might enable her to fulfil that pleasing duty ...”
ESTC lists 7 copies only (bL; bGu; bE; bO; bNT; nCaOHM; oAuTU).

£450
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LUTHERAN MARRIAGE REGULATIONS FOR AUGSBURG APPRENTICES

5. [AUGSBURG.] Ains Ersamen Raths, zu Augspurg, Statut und Gesetz, der Heyraten halb,
zwischen Eehalten unnd anndern Personen, die nit Burger alhie seyen, noch das Burgerrecht
erheyraten.
[Augsburg, Heinrich Steiner.] 14 October 1544. Broadside, oblong folio (approx. 44 x 32.5cm) edges uncut, old central
vertical fold, some negligible toning at the margins, small tear at centre of sheet (no loss of text), very good.

This large printed broadside dated 14 October 1544 records a proclamation issued by the town council of
Augsburg concerning the regulation of Lutheran marriages in the city. These new guidelines were brought in
on account of the occurrence of too many thoughtless and unsuitable marriages, the text noting the concern
of the local authorities that many of the poorer citizens marrying did not have the financial means to support
themselves or their offspring. The text then outlines various controls, in particular concerning the need for
maids and apprentices to have undertaken 10 years of service and obtain good references before being
granted the right to marry within the city.

Not in VD16. OCLC lists 3 copies only (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek; Staats-und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg;
Yale University Library).
£1250
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MANUSCRIPT PIETY PENNED BY WIFE OF CLAPHAM RECTOR

6. NOURSE, Jane Cadogan. [Religious commonplace book.] My pearls.
[London, c.1804-c.1840.] Autograph manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (16 x 21cm) [26, tabbed index], 704 pages,
several sections penned in a second hand (perhaps Rev. James Hyde Gill?), a few drawings and manuscript notes pasted
in, very good in contemporary plain vellum, rubbed but sound, front cover with ink inscription: “My pearls.”
This substantial manuscript commonplace book on a religious theme was compiled between c.1804 and
c.1840 by Jane Cadogan Nourse (d.1849) née Gill, wife of Rev. William Nourse (d.1835), rector of
Clapham (1821-1835) and curate of Patching (1826-1835). It offers a voluminous overview of early
nineteenth century Anglican piety, combining extracts literary, poetic and religious, records of sermons
given by her husband, biblical quotations, moral musings, notes concerning family and friends, prayers
and devotional exhortations: “pearls from Fenelon ... the antiquity of the Vaudois church ... the Jews,
prophecies concerning them ... memoir of the Revd. Henry Martyr late fellow of St. John’s College
Cambridge & chaplain to the Hon.ble East India Company ... “Let there be light” a mission hymn by
Mrs Sigourney New York ...”
£950
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COOKERY RECIPES FROM THE AUSTRIAN TIROL

7. [COOKERY.] Dißes Koch buch angehörig Maria Justina Langgenhaydterin ... Anno 1732.
[Tirol, Austria, 1732.] Manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (15.5 x 19cm) [204] pages, wormtrack at upper margin of approx.
initial third of volume (touching letters in places but sense of text recoverable), contemporary green vellum-backed red
paper-covered boards, 3 of 4 sheepskin ties remaining, edges of boards worn in places, tip of upper corner of rear board
gone, binding rubbed with wear to extremities but sound.

A substantial manuscript volume of cookery recipes from the Alpine region of the Austrian Tirol, the titlepage of this volume was bears the name “Maria Justina Langgenhaydterin” and is dated “1732”. It contains
over one hundred and ninety recipes, penned in two hands, presumably mother and daughter, in what must
have been a relatively prosperous household on account of the variety and quality of ingredients employed.
Among the recipes listed are many for Austrian desserts, puddings, breads and cakes, and preserves including
doughnuts (“kierkel”), biscuit cake “Guede biscoten dorten”, almond cake (“mandl dorten”) and Carmelite
cake (“Carmeliter dortau”), lemon loaf, redcurrant jam, preserved plums and stuffed apples. Many of the
pies and breads feature almonds as an ingredient. Savoury treats include dumplings in broth (“Maultaschen”)
and crayfish strudl (“Krebsen Strudl”).
£1250
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MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT IN JACOBEAN MAIDSTONE

8. [MAIDSTONE.] [Settlement (covenant to stand seised) on the marriage of Robert
Swynhogge and Margaret Maplisden; Thomas Swynhogge, one of the jurats of
Maidstone in Kent, with his son and heir Robert Swynhogge: messuage, buildings,
closes, yards and gardens in High Street, Maidstone, occupied by Thomas Swynhogge.]
12 July 1613. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (43 x 21cm) in English, red wax seal appended on vellum
tag, the seal bearing an impression of a lion rampant, signed at foot by Thomas Swynhogge, verso endorsed with
signatures of witnesses Edward Maplesden & Thomas Ayerst, some light dust marking to extremities, light wear along
old folds.
Penned 12 July 1613, this Jacobean indenture in English, a marriage settlement, was drawn up for
Thomas Swynhogge for the purpose of entailing to his son and descendants a property located on the
High Street in Maidstone in advance of the union of his son Robert Swynhogge and Margaret
Maplesden, daughter of Edward Maplesden (d.1626) of Maidstone. Marriage settlements of this type
were commonplace in early modern England, used to secure and control the intergenerational transfer
of property assets.
£450
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UTERINE MEDICINE IN SCOTTISH RED MOROCCO

9. GILL, Thomas. Tentamen medicum inaugurale, de ista herniae uterinae specie quae retroversio uteri vulgo dicitur. Quod, annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate reverendi admodum
viri, D. Gulielmi Robertson, S.S. T.P. Academiæ Edinburgenæ praefecti; necnon amplissimi
senatus academici consensu, et nobilissimae facultatis medicæ decreto: pro gradu doctoris ...
Edinburgi, apud Balfour et Smellie. 1787. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) [4], 37, [1]pp., printed on thick paper, flyleaf with
authorial autograph presentation inscription to Jacob Gill, marbled endpapers, contemporary red morocco, boards with
decorative gilt border, spine decorated with gilt tools (including a “Rod of Asclepius” tool & floral sprays), original black morocco
label titled in gilt,light wear to extremities.

A finely-bound example of a printed medical doctoral dissertation by a physician studying at the University of
Edinburgh during the heyday of the Scottish Enlightenment, this treatise on uterine hernia was the work of
Thomas Gill (1763-1792) of Preston in Lancashire. This deluxe copy printed on thick paper was bound in fine
contemporary gilt-tooled red morocco in Edinburgh. The flyleaf bears a contemporary ink presentation
inscription penned by the author to his brother, a lawyer named James Gill.The tooling on the spine is
noteworthy in particular for the twice-repeated use of a gilt-stamped tool bearing the design of the Rod of
Asclepius, the Greek deity Asclepius being associated with medicine. The roll used on the border of the boards
here can be identified as one of the tools of the celebrated eighteenth century Edinburgh bookbinder James Scott
(J.H Loudon, James Scott and William Scott, bookbinders, Scolar Press, London, 1980, roll tool 15). A 1786
Edinburgh medical dissertation binding, also in red morocco, bearing the same border roll and Rod of Asclepius
tool to the spine as found here, is illustrated by Loudon ([p.395]) in a section of “ambiguous” bindings (11) with
connections to the Scott workshop.
£750
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ABORTION CONSIDERED IN EDINBURGH MEDICAL DISSERTATION

10. ROBINSON, Stephen. Dissertatio inauguralis, de abortu. Quam, annuente summ numine, ex
auctoritate reverendi admodum viri, Gulielmi Robertson, S.S.T.P. academiæ Edinburgenæ
præfecti; necnon amplissimi Senatus Academici consensu, et nobilissimae facultatis medicæ
decreto; pro gradu doctoratus, ...
Edinburgi, apud Balfour et Smellie. 1772. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 20.5cm) [4], 38pp., a few negligible fox marks in the
margins, a very good copy in contemporary red morocco, boards with gilt-tooled borders incorporating a bird and foliage design,
spine gilt in compartments, marbled pastedowns, flyleaf with ink signature “Collings Robinson MD”, light wear to extremities.

Bound in gilt-tooled contemporary full red morocco, this fine Scottish binding contains a scarce medical doctoral
dissertation on the subject of abortion and uterine medicine by Stephen Robinson, a student at the University of
Edinburgh. Only a relatively small number of medical treatises were printed on the subject of abortion in Great
Britain during the eighteenth century. The volume was bound in Edinburgh by a master bookbinder whose work
can be identified decorating other contemporaneous dissertations printed by Balfour and Smellie, then printers
to Edinburgh University. The floral tool used here, a dandelion, is present on the binding of an Edinburgh
University dissertation in the National Library of Scotland: Robert Dalzell, Dissertation juridica pro donato
(Edinburgh, 1776, Bdg.s.25, ref. 00002741).

Provenance: the flyleaf bears the signature of Collings Robinson (d.1869), a medical doctor educated at Glasgow
University who resided in Cheltenham, perhaps a descendant of Stephen Robinson, raising the possibility that this
is the author’s own copy.
£1250
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GEORGIAN YOUTH DEPICTED BY DUTCH MEZZOTINTER

11. [BLEECK, Pieter van.] The maid in rural happyness, pursues her innocent employ ...
[London.] Morellio pinx.t P[ieter]. V[an]. B[leeck]. 1757. Mezzotint (platemark 31.5 x 28cm; sheet 33.5 x
29.5cm) a fine impression.
A fine impression of this rare mezzotint produced in London by the Dutch artist Peter van Bleek
(1697-1764), after a work attributed to the Spanish baroque painter Bartolomé Esteban Murillo
(1617-1682). A young girl and boy are feeding a pair of rabbits at dusk, the girl holding a large
cabbage. Born in The Hague, Van Bleek moved to London in 1723 establishing himself as a portrait
painter and mezzotint engraver.
£750
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FIRST PROFESSIONAL PRINTMAKER IN MEZZOTINT

12. VAILLANT, Wallerant. [Judith with the head of Holofernes].
[Amsterdam.] Guido reni Invent.W.Vaillant fe [c.1670.] Mezzotint. (platemark 25.2 cm x 39.5cm) thread margins, some
light rubbing to surface, very small area of marginal loss at margin at head of sheet, two small old corner paper adhesions
to blank verso, very good.

Wallerant Vaillant (1623-1677), a painter and printmaker of the Dutch Golden Age, is celebrated in
particular as the first professional engraver to work in mezzotint. He is thought to have had a hand in the
invention of the mezzotint process while experimenting with printmaking techniques during his tutoring of
Prince Rupert of the Rhine (1619-1682) in etching. Depicting Judith with the head of Holofernes, he
produced this image after the painting by Guido Reni (1575-1642), now in the Sedlmayer collection,
Geneva. This engraving shows Guido Reni’s composition in reverse. From amongst the more than two
hundred mezzotints produced by Vaillant this is one of a small number of prints after paintings by Italian and
Dutch masters depicting scenes from the Old Testament. It is an excellent example of Vaillant’s virtuosity as
the earliest master in the medium of mezzotint.
Wesseley 74; Hollstein 17. Provenance: Christopher Lennox-Boyd (1941-2012).

£1250
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MARTHA & MARY IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH MEZZOTINT

13. [FAITHORNE, William.] Mary commended, Martha reprehended:
[London.] A Coypel pinx W Faithorne fec: E Cooper ex: [c.1695.] Mezzotint (platemark 32.6 x 23cm, sheet 32.8 x
23.2cm) thread margins outside plate, some negligible surface wear at margins, very good.

A very good example of this scarce early English religious mezzotint depicting Jesus at the home of
Martha and Mary (Luke 10; 38-42), titled here “Mary commended, Martha reprehended”. The home of
Lazarus, Martha and Mary of Bethany has been given a somewhat neoclassical makeover. Jesus is depicted
with hand outstretched to Mary who sits at his feet, listening to his teachings, while Martha, standing, is
occupied with chores. Engraved c.1695 by William Faithorne the younger (c.1670-1703), the plate is
thought to be a copy in reverse of an engraving by Louis Simmoneau (1654-1727) after a painting by
Antoine Coypel (1661-1722). Published by the prominent London mezzotint publisher Edward Cooper
(d.1725) whose premises were situated at the sign of the Three Pigeons in Bedford Street, Covent
Garden, this is the earliest of several states. In the eighteenth century the plate entered the inventory of
the Bowles family and continued to be printed into at least the 1790s.

We have traced examples of this state (i) at the British Museum (1881,0611.255) and Yale Center for
British Art (B1970.3.902), both of which appear to be trimmed within the platemark.
£950
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MARY OF MODENA IN EARLY MEZZOTINT

14. [BROWNE, Alexander.] Maria D.G. Ang: Sco: Fran: et Hib: Regina.
[London.] P Lelly Eques pinx: Cum privilegio Regis Alexr. Browne ex. [c.1685.] Mezzotint (sheet 25.7 x
34.9cm, platemark 25.1 x 34.3cm ) a very good impression.

A fine mezzotint depicting the pious Roman Catholic Mary of Modena (1658-1718), second wife
of King James II (1633-1701). As the title describes her here as Queen consort of England, Scotland and Ireland, the print presumably was produced between 6 February 1685 and 11 December
1688. After a painting by the artist and collector Sir Peter Lely (1618-1680), the most prominent
portrait painter of the court of Charles II, this mezzotint bears the imprint of Alexander Browne
(d.1706), miniature painter, auctioneer and one of the first men in London to publish mezzotints.
Chaloner Smith 1883, 43, III.
£750
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MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT AFTER PETER LELY

15. [LELY, PETER.] The Right honoble the Lady Bellasis.
[London.] P Lilly pinxit. R Tompson excudit. [c.1679.] Mezzotint. (platemark: 24.8 x 33.8cm; sheet: 25.5 x 34.2) a
very good impression, in fine condition.

A fine example of this scarce and relatively early English mezzotint portrait of c.1679 depicting Susan,
Lady Belasyse (d.1713). Pursued by the duke of York, her rise to prominence at the Restoration court
during the 1670s was attributed to her wit and vivacity rather than her beauty. After a painting by the
artist and collector Sir Peter Lely (1618-1680), the most prominent portrait painter of the court of
Charles II, this mezzotint was published by Richard Tompson (d.1693). A pioneering London dealer,
auctioneer and printseller, Tompson’s business was based at The Sun in Bedford Street. Chaloner Smith 4.
£950
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MISTRESS OF AN EAST INDIA COMPANY NABOB

16. [REYNOLDS, Joshua.] A lady and child.
London, published May 10th; 1787 byW. Dickinson, engraver no. 158 Bond Street. Painted by Joshua Reynolds. Engraved
by J. Grozer. Mezzotint (platemark 35.3 x 50.2cm, sheet approx. 37.1 x 52cm) small collector’s ink stamp to verso, a fine
impression, very good condition.

A fine example of this large mezzotint engraved by Joseph Grozer (c.1755-1798) after a painting by Joshua
Reynolds (1723-1792). Published in 1787 by William Dickinson (1746-1823) it bears the address of his
central London premises situated at 158 Bond Street. Titled “A lady and child”, the print displays a
fashionably-dressed young mother seated with her laughing child, the pair depicted against a backdrop of
manicured parkland. Reynolds’ own manuscript accounts record the sitter as “Mrs. Seaforth”, noting that
the portrait was paid for by “Mr. Barwell.” One of the most wealthy nabobs of the East India Company,
Richard Barwell (1741-1804) was known for his extravagant lifestyle both in India and after his return to
England in 1780. “Mrs. Seaforth” here was used as an alias for his mistress Rebecca Lyne (b.1764?), mother
of several of Barwell’s illegitimate children. Reynolds, known for his judicious choices in transposing his
clients on to canvas depicted as appropriate characters drawn from classical antiquity, had already painted
her in 1786 as the Roman Vestal Virgin Tuccia, perhaps with a deliberate brushful of irony.
Chaloner Smith 17, II; Hamilton, p.130, III.

£1250
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BATH PASTEL PORTRAIT OF PROSPEROUS GEORGIAN WIDOW

17. VASLET, Lewis. [Maria Heathcote.]
[Bath, 1787.] Pastel, on vellum over wooden stretcher, oval (sheet approx. 25 x 30cm) in the original oval giltwood frame, verso
signed and dated on paper backing at head in ink “L.Vaslet fecit Bath 1787” with additional nineteenth century manuscript
notes recording presentation/provenance penned by witness “R[ichar]d Meade King”on “183[7?] Oct.r 23d”, two negligible
wormholes at lower margin of sheet, frame with some light wear to extremities.

Drawn in Bath in 1787 by Lewis Vaslet (1742-1808), this fine pastel portrait depicts Maria Heathcote (1706-1792)
of Southbroom House in Devizes, Wiltshire. The half-length portrait records her dignified appearance at the age
of eighty, clad in a black lace shawl, with details including two white silk bows and a brooch. Born Maria Eyles, in
1724 she married the prosperous London merchant George Heathcote (d.1768), thrice MP for Devizes and Lord
Mayor of London in 1742. A large oil portrait by John Vanderbank (1694-1739) depicting a youthful Maria Heathcote at the time of her marriage in 1724 remains at Southbroom House, today the principal building of Devizes
School.

In addition to Vaslet’s signature, “L.Vaslet fecit Bath 1787”, the paper backing here bears an early nineteenth century
ink inscription identifying the sitter as “Mrs Heathcote of Southbroom House & mother to Mrs Walley Mendip
Lodge.” This is a reference to Maria Heathcote’s daughter Augusta Utica Whalley (1742-1807), wife of the poet
and traveller Thomas Sedwick Whalley (1746-1848). A further ink note records a later provenance: ““183[7?] Oct.r
23d Mrs Rickards this day gave this picture to her nephew John Wetherston Rickards and delivered it to Miss Mary
Theodosia Rickards to take care of it for him in my presence R[ichar]d Meade King.”

Lewis Vaslet was born inYork, where his father Andrew ran a boarding school for girls. He studied painting in Italy
before establishing himself in England as a portrait artist in pastel, oil, and miniature. An occasional exhibitor at
the Royal Academy, he is associated primarily with Bath where he resided for much of his career, though he also is
known to have travelled around the country, working in York, Oxford and Norwich. In 1787 when this portrait
was taken Vaslet was working from 43 Walcot Street in Bath. For information on Vaslet, see: Neil Jeffares, “Lewis
Vaslet”, Dictionary of pastellists before 1800, London, 2006; online edition [http://www.pastellists.com/articles/vaslet.pdf], accessed/update 14-03-2018.
£3500
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MASTER PAINTINGS COPIED IN NEEDLEWORK BY ARMY WIDOW

18. [NEEDLEWORK.] ... Now exhibiting, 15, Soho Square, a small but choice collection of pictures, copies from the first masters, worked in scraps and shreds of cloth,
by the widow of an officer in the army ...
[London, 1831.] Broadside. Folio (21 x 34cm) a few words contemporaneously crossed out in ink (text still legible), contemporary ink note at foot “admittance one shilling,” very good.

This broadside advertises an exhibition at 15 Soho Square, London, in 1831 of a “choice collection
of pictures, copies from the first masters, worked in scraps and shreds of cloth, by the widow of an
officer in the army.” The text advises the pictures “were conveyed to Brighton expressly for the purpose of laying them before the Queen in the first instance, Her Majesty was pleased to command
them to be brought to the Pavilion, where the proprietor had the honor of exhibiting her work to
the Queen, the Landgravine of Hesse Homberg, and all the Royal Suite, who were pleased to express
their admiration of the wonderful effect produced from such materials ... The proprietor of these
pictures confidently believes them to be the only production of the kind in the world ...”
See: R. Altick, The shows of London, Harvard University Press, 1978, p.402.

£450
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“LINCOLNSHIRE GIANTESS” & “THE SMALLEST LADIES IN THE WORLD”

19. [SIMNET.] [Mr. Simnet is now exhibiting .. the celebrated Miss Franciss, the young
Lincolnshire giantess ... wonderfully contrasted by two of the smallest ladies in the
world, the Surprising Sisters, the Norfolk Dwarfs, the celebrated Miss Ann Hurry ... accompanied by her sister Miss Maria Hurry.]
Printed by Adam Stark, Market-Place, Gainsburgh [i.e. Gainsborough] [c.1820]. Broadside. 4to (16 x 25cm) very
good.

A provincially-printed broadside advertising the exhibition in Gainsborough in Lincolnshire c.1820 by
one “Mr. Simnet” of “three of the greatest wonders of the present age - the celebrated Miss Franciss,
the young Lincolnshire giantess, only fifteen years of age, and stands near 7 feet high ... wonderfully
contrasted by two of the smallest ladies in the world, the Surprising Sisters, the Norfolk Dwarfs, the
celebrated Miss Ann Hurry, twenty one years of age, and stands only thirty inches high ... accompanied
by her sister Miss Maria Hurry, only twenty six inches high, and weighs only eighteen pounds ... so at
the same time are seen the smallest and tallest ladies in the world ...” We have not been able to trace
any additional information concerning Mr Simnet, Miss Francis, or the Hurry sisters.
£650
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GEORGIAN FASHION FOR EXTRAVAGANT HATS

20. SAYER & BENNETT. [Portrait of a female perfomer in a large hat.]
“London: Printed for R. Sayer & J. Bennett, No.53 Fleet Street, 26 Feb.y 1778” (“Rob. Dighton pinxit. R. Laurie fecit”). Print,
mezzotint (sheet approx. 17.2 x 20.1cm, platemark approx. 11.1 x 9.3cm) large margins, very good.
This fine mezzotint offers a stylised depiction of a female performer of the 1770s in an extravagant hat. Lightly
satirical, it was issued by the London map and print-publishing partnership of Robert Sayer (1725-1794) and
John Bennett. The plate was engraved by the mezzotint specialist Robert Laurie (1755-1836) after a design
by the singer and draughtsman Robert Dighton (1751-1814).

Not traced in British Museum catalogue (for other similar mezzotints of performers published by Sayer &
Bennet dated either 1 January 1778, 20 January 1778 or 26 February 1778, see: BM 2010,7081.2621-2629).
£450
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GEORGIAN “MAN-TRAP” IN MEZZOTINT

21. [BOWLES, Carington.] A man-trap.
[London.] Printed for Carington Bowles, No. 69 in St. Pauls Church Yard, London. Publish’d as the act directs. [c.1780]
[numbered at foot in plate] 303. Mezzotint, with some areas of etching (plate 11.5 x 15.3cm, sheet 11.9 x 16cm) some negligible wear to margins outside platemark, very good.

A very good impression of this scarce mezzotint satire. A fashionably-dressed young woman is depicted stretched
out on a park bench, her gaze fixed on the viewer. A sign poking out amidst a clump of hollyhocks in the fecund
foliage of the background reads “Spring guns set here”. This presumably is to suggest the danger posed to unsuspecting men - spring guns being a type of charge-loaded trap gun used in the eighteenth century against
poachers. Although legal, they had to be advertised by the erection of signage. This plate is a skilfully reduced
version of a larger mezzotint (BM Satires 5814) of the same title, published in 1780, also by Carington Bowles
(1724-1793), an earlier impression of which appears to have been titled “The contemplative charmer.” Bowles
specialised in “drolls” of this type.
£450
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“TOMMY THUMB’S SONG BOOK”

22. [JUVENILE.] NURSE LOVECHILD. Tommy Thumb’s song-book, for all little masters and misses.
To be sung to them by their nurses till they can sing them themselves.
Glasgow, published by J. Lumsden & Son. 1815. Second edition? 16mo (6.5 x 10.5cm) 31pp., with 29 woodcuts including the
frontispiece and reversible woodcut on the back wrapper (“Laughter Anger”), fine in original printed pink card wrapper, negligible
wear to extremities.
A fine example of this scarce juvenile chapbook
printed by the firm of J. Lumsden & Son of Glasgow, known in particular for producing high quality books for children. Amongst the twenty-nine
charming woodcut illustrations are found eighteen depicting different animals.Of particular interest is a section titled “artificial memory for
infants; whereby they may acquire the knowledge
of animals, and some of their sounds, before they
can go or speak.” The original pink printed card
wrappers advertise that the volume was sold
“From Ross’s Juvenile Library,” indicating that it
was published in conjunction with the Edinburgh
printers George and James Ross.

S. Roscoe & R.A. Brimmell, James Lumsden &
Son of Glasgow: their juvenile books and chapbooks, 1981, 21.
£450
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FEMALE TRICKSTER IN SPANISH PICARESQUE NOVEL

27

23. CASTILLO SOLORZANO, Alonso de.The Spanish pole-cat: or, the adventures of Seniora Rufina;
in four books. Being a detection of the artifices used by such of the fair sex, as aim more at the
purses, than at the hearts of their admirers. Written originally in Spanish, by Don Alonso de
Castillo Sovorcano ...
London, printed for E. Curll in Fleet-Street; and W. Taylor in Paternoster-Row. 1717. First edition of this English translation.
12mo (10 x 16.5cm) [2], 394, [2]pp., with engraved frontispiece, one leaf torn with no loss of text, a very good copy in original
calf, spine with original gilt-titled leather label, light wear to extremities.

The scarce first edition of this English translation of La Garduña de Sevilla (1642), a picaresque novel charting the
adventures of a seductive female trickster named Rufina, by the Spanish novelist and playwright Alonso de Castillo
Solórzano (1584-1674). This translation, published by Edmund Curll (d.1747), was primarily the work of John
Ozell (d.1743), and followed an earlier translation made by John Davies of Kidwelly (1625-1693) published as La
picara, or The triumphs of female subtilty, display’d in the artifices and impostures of a beautiful woman, who trapann’d the most
experienc’d rogues, and made all those unhappy who thought her handsome ... (London, 1665). A decade later this edition
was reprinted by Curll under the title Spanish amusements: or, the adventures of that celebrated courtezan Seniora Rufina
call’d, the pole-cat of Seville ... (London, 1727).
£2750
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
JAMAICAN MERMAID?
24. [JAMAICA.] [A scrimshaw
coconut powder flask with
stopper, inscribed “Pat[ric]k
Mullen Jamaica 1793.”]
[Jamaica, 1793.] Flask fashioned from a
small whole coconut shell (length approx.7cm, diameter approx. 5.5cm ), hollowed out, closed by original metal
[silver?] - topped cork stopper, the exterior
polished and scrimshawed, with inscription
“Pat[ric]k Mullen Jamaica 1793” and decorations including the image of a woman,
two plant forms and geometric designs,
light wear to extremities, in a very good
state of preservation.
This gunpowder flask fashioned from
a small whole coconut shell bears the
scrimshawed inscription “Pat[rick]
Mullen Jamaica 1793.” We have not
been able to identify Mullen with certainty, however one possibility is
Patrick Mullen (d.1835), an Irish
sailor who emigrated to America,
later being ransomed after capture by
Tripoli corsairs in 1804 on a tour of
duty in the Mediterranean under the
American commodore William Brainbridge (1774-1833). At the time of
his death in Princeton in 1835 Mullen
had six honourable discharges from
the United States navy to his name
(see: Army and Navy chronicle, vol.
1, Washington, 1835, p.390). The
principal decoration on the flask consists of an engraved depiction of a
woman, perhaps a mermaid, wearing
a grass skirt with a conch shell on her
head, her arms outstretched. Two depictions of a triple-fronded plant are
also present, together with some geometric patterns.The flask is closed by
a metal-capped cork stopper. The
scrimshawed decoration adds a folk
art dimension to this early West Indian survival.
£2500
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NEW ORLEANS REWARD POSTER FOR RUNAWAY SLAVE GIRL

25. [SLAVERY.] 25 Dollars reward. Will be paid for the apprehension of the negroe girl
Cecilia, alias Pleasant, about 23 years old ...
[New Orleans.] Printed by J.L.Sollee, 137 Chartres Street. [c.1850.] Broadside. Folio (30 x 47.8cm) woodcut (6 x
8.5cm) in the text, paper lightly toned, old folds, waterstain at foot of sheet not affecting text.

Illustrated with a woodcut of a female slave, this poster printed c.1850 in New Orleans at the press of
J.L. Sollee at 137 Chartres Street advertises a 25 dollar reward for the return of a runaway slave. The
compositor must have been distracted as there are several typographic errors: “25 Dollars reward. Will
be paid for the apprehension of the negroe girl Cecilia, alias Pleasant, about 23 years old – she is of common size, good cooking [sic] and rather stontly [sic] built ... This girl has lately been purchased from M.
Otatcher Gravier st, O [sic] has absconded since the 2d instant, from her present master. Whoever will
arrest and lodge her in the 1st Municipality sail [sic] and give inform.ation to the su[b]scribers, will receive
the about [sic] reward. Roman and Kernion, No. 2 Front Levee.” The controversial Fugitive Slave Act,
passed by the United States Congress 18 September 1850, enacted that all fugitive slaves were required
to be returned to their masters upon capture, with officials and citizens of free states being obliged by
law to assist in their return and the assistance of runaways being criminalised with punishements of fines
and imprisonment.
£4500
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FIRST HISTORY OF AFRO-CARIBBEAN DANCE

26. MOREAU DE SAINT-MÉRY, Médéric Louis Élie. De la danse.
A Parme. Imprimé par Bodoni. 1801. 16mo (8.5 x 12cm) [8], 52pp., very good in contemporary speckled calf, boards
ruled in gilt, pink pastedowns, all edges gilt, light wear to spine and extremities.

A scarce edition, the first of two to be printed by Bodoni, of this treatise examining the history of AfroCaribbean dance in the West Indies with a particular emphasis on Creole dance. There is also discussion of
slavery and the African origins of some dances. The lawyer and civil servant Médéric Louis Élie Moreau de
Saint-Méry (1750-1819) spent time on the French Caribbean islands of Martinique and Saint-Domingue,
writing a number of colonial ethnographic works. He fled France in 1789, setting up a bookshop in
Philadelphia. This text had been written in 1789, intended for inclusion in a colonial encyclopedia planned
by Moreau. It was first published as Danse. Article extrait d’un ouvrage de M.L.E. Moreau de St-Mery. Ayant pour
titre: Répertoire des notions coloniales ... (Philadelphia, 1796). On his return to France Moreau was appointed
to a position in Italy in the Napoleonic adminstration of the Duchy of Parma, the printing of this fine
edition being explained by his cultivation of a close friendship with the printer Giambattista Bodoni (17401813). A second Bodoni edition followed in 1803.
Brooks 814; Sabin 50569; Beaumont p.129; Derra de Moroda 1890.

£1750
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ABOLITIONIST, POET & SUPPORTER OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

27. WILLIAMS, Helen Maria. Recueil de poésies, extraites des ouvrages d’Helena-Maria
Williams, traduites de l’Anglais par M. Stanislas de Boufflers ... Et par M. Esménard.
Paris, Fr. Cocheris fils. 1808. First edition in French. 8vo (13.5 x 21.5cm) vii, [1], 137, [3]pp., a fine copy on large
paper papier vélin, contemporary French red morocco in the style of Bozerain, spine & borders of boards tooled in gilt,
small marginal tear to one leaf (not affecting text), spine with title direct tooled in gilt, blue watered silk doublures edged
with gilt tooling, light wear to extremities.

Bound in French gilt-tooled red morocco in the Napoleonic
style, with blue watered silk doublures, this is a deluxe copy of
this scarce collection of French translations of poems by the
English poet and writer Helen Maria Williams (1759-1827). In
the 1780s she built her reputation in London as a poet and
writer, becoming a prominent supporter of the abolition of
slavery. Following the outbreak of the French Revolution she
spent much of her life in France. A radical and supporter of
revolutionary ideals, she charted the French tumult of the
1790s, beginning with Letters written in France (1790),
continued as Letters from France (1792-1796). Translated under
the editorship of Charles Poujens by two prominent
Frenchmen, the statesman and fellow abolitionist Stanislas be
Boufflers (1738-1815) and the traveller and writer JosephAlphonse Esménard (1770-1811), these poems appear to have
been translated specifically for this volume. In addition to
Romantic and Sentimental themes, included here are poems on
exotic subjects (“Sonnet sur la ligne équinoxiale”; “Sonnet sur
l’oiseau du tropique”), Alpine travel (“Les glaciers des Alpes.
Au docteur Darwin”; “Hymne, composé au milieu des Alpes”)
and the Americas (“Nouvelle Américaine”; “Zamor”).
£1250
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HAITIAN REVOLUTION AS FRENCH GOTHIC NOVEL

28. BERTHIER, J.B.C. Félix et Léonore, ou Les colons malheureux ...
A Paris, de l’Imprimerie d’Egron. Chez Maradan. 1801. 2 volumes bound in 1. First edition. 12mo (10 x 17cm) [4],
258; [4], 268pp., both volumes with half-titles & engraved frontispieces, a few fox marks, blue painted paper
endpapers, very good in contemporary mottled calf, flat spine gilt in compartments with gilt titled red morocco label,
light wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this novel set on the French colony of Saint-Domingue during the Haitian
Revolution. The author, retired French army officer Jean-Baptiste Berthier (1721-1804), presents a
romance conducted against a backdrop of violent insurrection as plantation slaves rise up against the
French colonists. Having arrived with his father on Saint-Domingue in 1783, Felix de Saint-Firmin, young
and metropolitan, falls in love with a neighbour, Lenore, coveted by a wicked planter named Godefroy.
A German edition was published as Felix und Leonore, oder die unglückliche Colonisten auf St. Domingo
(Karlsruhe, 1805).

OCLC locates 6 copies only (University of Kansas; University of Toronto; Universitätsbibliothek
Münster; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Trinity College Dublin; Forschungsbibliothek Gotha).

£2750
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SCHOPENHAUER’S MOTHER IN ENGLAND & SCOTLAND

29. SCHOPENHAUER, Johanna. Reise durch England und Schottland …
Leipzig, F. A. Brockhaus. 1818. Second edition, revised. Two volumes. 8vo (12.5 x 18cm) viii, 416; viii, 440pp.,
uncut, very good in contemporary paper-backed marbled boards, spines direct-titled in gilt, light wear to extremities,
early nineteenth century book labels “Congregationis SS. Redemtoris in domo Viennensi”.

Johanna Schopenhauer (1766-1838), mother of the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860),
was one of the most prominent German female writers of the 1820s and 1830s, producing novels and
hosting a literary salon in Weimar. This account of her family travels in England and Scotland between
1803 and 1805 was written up from her diaries. First published in 1813, this second edition of 1818
was improved by Schopenhauer’s rearrangment of the descriptions of places visited into chronological
order. In addition to accounts of visits to great country houses, among them Blenheim and Chatsworth,
she also recounts details of tours in the industrial north, with visits to a coal mine, a munitions factory
and steel foundry, offering comments on the progress of industrialisation and the social conditions that
she observed. Visits to London theatres and English gardens are recounted with interest, while her
impressions of the Scottish Highlands bear a marked Ossianic influence. Scarce.
OCLC lists 4 copies only in USA (Stanford University; Harvard College Library; Harvard Houghton;
University of North Carolina).
£650
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“THE FEMALE RIGHT TO LITERATURE”

30. EDGEWORTH, Maria. Letters for literary ladies. To which is added, an essay on the noble
science of self-justification.
London, printed for J.Johnson. 1799. Second edition. 8vo (12.5 x 19cm) v, [3], 240pp., nineteenth century bookplate of
United Presbyterian College, Brown-Lindsay Library (dispersed), a very good copy, uncut in the original grey paper-covered
boards, some wear to paper at head and foot of spine (binding sound), light wear to extremities.

The rare second edition, “corrected and much enlarged,” of the first-published work of the novelist and educational theorist Maria Edgeworth (1768-1849). Written in support of the education of women and the
place of women in literary endeavour, the book is thought to have been conceived as a retort to the views of
her father’s friend Thomas Day (1748-1789) to the contrary. Edgeworth explains in the preface dated 1 September 1798 her reasons for enlarging and making changes to the work: “in the first edition the second letter
upon the advantages of cultivating the female understanding, was thought to weaken the cause it was intended
to support. – That letter has been written over again; no pains have been spared to improve it, and to assert
more distinctly the female right to literature.”

ESTC lists 5 copies only (Cork University; Bodleian Oxford;Trinity College; Harvard; UCLA) of this variant
(which identifies Edgworth’s authorship on the title page). The other variant of the second edition (with author’s name not noted on title page) is similarly rare.
£1750
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NOVEL SATIRISING RADICALISM - TRANSLATED FOR FRENCH READERS

31. [HAMILTON, Elizabeth.] Bridgetina, ou Les philosophes modernes. Trad. De l’anglais ...
A Paris, chez le Normant. 1802. First edition in French. 4 volumes bound in 1. 12mo (10.5 x 17cm) [4], xviii, [2], 317,
[1]; [4], 357, [1]; [4], 343, [1]; [4], 328pp., complete with half-title & engraved frontispiece to each of the 4 volumes,
a few negligible fox marks in the margins, very good in contemporary calf-backed red paper-covered boards, front board
stamped in gilt “M.m D’Arçon Brenez”, heraldic engraved bookplate with ink contemporary ink note “... R F D’Arçon
Brenez”, flat spine gilt in compartments with original black leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French, rare, of this translation of the satirical novel Memoirs of modern philosophers (Bath,
1800), an influential critique on what the novelist and essayist Elizabeth Hamilton (1756-1816) perceived as
the excesses of the philosophy of 1790s radicalism. Hamilton treads a middle way, criticising William Godwin
(1756-1836) while praising Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797). Her narrative here follows the trajectories of
three women, Julia Delmond, Bridgetina Botherim, and Harriet Orwell, their differing responses to contemporary ideas being used to project her own personal positions on female education and philosophy. That this
work was read in France by female writers is shown by the provenance of this copy which belonged to ReineFrançoise Brenez d’Arçon (1781-1843), French woman of letters and poet.

OCLC locates 7 copies only (University of California Los Angeles; Houghton Library, Harvard; British
Library; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Forschungsbibliothek Gotha; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek;
Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek).
£1750
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ADVENTURES OF A GEORGIAN FOOTMAN

32. [NOVEL.] The sentimental spy: a novel. In two volumes.
London, printed for T. Lowndes. 1773. 2 volumes bound in 1. First edition. 8vo (10.5 x 18cm) [2], 238; [2], 257, [1]pp.
light marginal stain to first 2 leaves of second volume, very good in contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, spine with
red leather label titled in gilt, wear to head and foot of spine, boards rubbed but binding sound.

First edition of this rare novel recounting the adventures of a Georgian footman.Writing in the first person,
the narrator, William, provides a witty and pointed narrative tracing his career through a varied series of
employers. He begins his service in the household of an Anglican clergyman, his subsequent employers including a dissenting minister and schoolmaster, an apothecary, a spinster antiquary, a student at Oxford, a
university don, a wealthy East-India merchant, and a young Scottish lawyer studying in London. From the
viewpoint of the footman the reader is offered a panoramic Georgian class comedy that satirises the full
breadth of eighteenth century British society: aristocratic ladies, freshly-minted nabobs, clergymen, physicians, servant maids, cooks, shopkeepers, hostlers and peasants. Peppered with references to politics, religion, class attitudes and relations between the sexes, the narrative offers a ribald slice of social history. We
have not traced any further editions.
ESTC records 2 copies only (British Library; National Library of Australia).

£3500
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PIONEERING FIRST NOVEL PRAISED BY FRENCH TRANSLATOR

33. [NOVEL.][SMYTHIES, Susan.] Le coche, traduit de l’Anglois, par monsieur D.L.G.
A La Haye [i.e. Paris]. 1767. First edition in French. Four parts bound in one volume. 8vo (10 x 17cm) [4], 104; [2], 96;
[2], 133, [1]; [2], 100pp., blank verso of one leaf in volume 3 with some old adhesions, very good in contemporary English
calf-backed marbled boards, spine with red label titled in gilt, boards rubbed with some light wear to extremities.

First edition of this translation into French of The stage-coach: containing the character of Mr. Manly, and the history
of his fellow travellers ... (London, 1753), the first novel of the writer Susan Smythies (b.1720). The narrative
offers the personal histories of the various passengers in a stage coach travelling from Scarborough to London.
At the time of publication the centring of a narrative around a journey was considered innovative. It was followed by Smythies with The history of Lucy Wellers (London, 1754) and The brothers (London, 1758), which on
the advice of her friend Samuel Richardson was published successfully by subscription.The translation here
was made by the French playwright Nicolas de la Grange (1707-1767), who has included a short introduction
in which he praises the work: “on y trouvera des caractéres bien frapés & bien soutenus, des incidens bien
amenès, des situations heureuses, souvent du plaisant, & assez d’intérêt pour n’en pas laisser desirer davantage
dans un roman de cette espéce ...”
Rochedieu 309; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi, 67.50

£1250
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“HIGH LIFE ... OR, THE HISTORY OF MISS FAULKLAND”

34. [NOVEL.] [HIGGS, Henry.] Aurélia, ou La vie du grand monde, traduit de l’Anglois ...
A Amsterdam, et se trouve à Paris, chez Briand. 1789. 2 vols. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 17cm) [4], 269, [1]; [4],
240pp., with half-titles, a few negligible marginal marks, engraved heraldic bookplates [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le
C.te de la Leyen”, title-pages with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very
good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling, original
gilt-titled citron morocco labels, silk bookmarks, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, scarce, of the epistolary High life: A novel. Or, The history of Miss Faulkland
(London, 1767) by Henry Higgs. This is a novel of manners, somewhat anticipating Evelina (London, 1778)
by Fanny Burney (1752-1840), that received favourable reviews in England, in particular garnering more than
five pages in The critical review (vol. 24, London, 1767, pp.350-355):

“The manufacturers of novels, in one respect, resemble the bakers of gingerbread; for their ingredients are
the same, and the chief difference lies in the manner of disposing the decorations. Whether they are in the
shape of a king, a queen, or a cuckold, they still consist of flour, water, brown sugar or treacle ... The manufacturer whose work lies before us, has (to do him justice), the merit of baking it in the lightest manner, and
of proportioning his ingredients with tolerable skill, so as to prevent it from cloying his customers.The reader,
as upon many similar occasions, forms already an idea of miss Faulkland’s being a divinity in flesh and blood.
She is daughter to a parson who is dead; and though happy in her rural retirement, is sent for to town by her
aunt-in-law, lady Wellford, a very good kind of woman, but no better than she should be. Her life is a continual
scene of dissipation. She is distractedly fond of play, has very bad luck, is reduced in her circumstances, , and
depends for retrieving them upon her daughter, who is heiress to a large fortune. Her necessities prevail upon
her to betray our heroine to Sir Harry Courtney, who is a married man and a fashionable husband ... We shall
not particularize all the treacherous schemes practised against our heroine ... she falls at last into the hands
of a noted bawd, who pretends to be a woman of fortune and character, and that the courtezans she entertains
in her house are her virtuous daughters ...”
The original English title from which this French translation was made seems previously to have been identified
as several other works, including Samuel Hoole’s Aurelia; or, the contest (London, 1783) and The lady’s drawingroom. Being a faithful picture of the great world (London, 1744), as cited in both Rochedieu (Appendix I, 53) and
Martin, Mylne & Frautschi (89.4). However, having compared the texts we can confirm that the English
source text is High life.
£950
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MINERVA PRESS NOVELIST & FRIEND OF ROBERT BURNS

35. [NOVEL.][CRAIK, Helen.] La religieuse et sa fille, ou Mémoires de la famille Courville.
Traduit de l’Anglais, par J. D***y ...
Paris, Dentu. 1808. 2 vols. bound in 1. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 15cm) [4], 288; [4], 314pp., with half-titles,
title-pages with small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), a few leaves with some light
foxing, final leaf of volume 2 with tiny holes affecting 2 letters, in near-contemporary marbled boards, spine with paper
label titled in manuscript, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, rare, of the Minerva Press gothic novel The nun and her daughter, or, Memoirs
of the Courville family (London, 1805) by the Scottish writer Helen Craik (1751-1825). In addition to five
novels, Craik also penned poetry and was a friend and correspondent of the poet Robert Burns (1759-1796).
The narrative here begins with a shipwreck, with family secrets, an Italian convent, nuns, dark chambers,
clandestine birth and incarceration following. This work received at least one favourable contemporary review, reproduced in the advertisements appended to other contemporary Minerva Press titles: “The nun
and her daughter is superior to most publications of this sort. The story is told in a manner that indicates a
fertile imagination, and excites a great deal of interest. Monthly epitome, May 1805.”
OCLC locates 2 copies only (Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg; Bibliothèque Nationale
de France).
£2250
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NOTORIOUS GOTHIC TERROR IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

36. [NOVEL.] FOX, Joseph. Agathina, ou la grossesse mystérieuse, nouvelle Napolitaine.
Traduite de l’Anglais ... par J.B.J. Breton ...
A Paris, Au Cabinet et Sallon de Lecture, Boulevard Cérutti, no. 21. 1800. First edition of this translation. 2 volumes
bound in 1. 12mo (10.5 x 16.5cm) viii, 6-195, [1]; 194pp., both volumes with half-titles and engraved frontispieces
(1:“Chaillou del ... Devilliers Sculp”; 2: “Chaillou del ... A Delvaux fs. sc”) a few negligible stains in the margins, very
good in original calf, flat spine gilt-tooled in compartments with red leather label titled in gilt, marbled pastedowns, light
wear to extremities.

First edition of this rare French translation of Santa-Maria; or, the mysterious pregnancy ... (London, 1797), a
notorious anti-Catholic gothic novel by James Fox.This translation was made by Jean-Baptiste Joseph Breton
(1777-1852) the prominent French court stenographer and cofounder of the Gazette des Tribunaux. Fox here
combines elements of Radcliffean gothic with the terrors of Lewis. The Italian setting features a narrative
that includes drugged nuns, a predatory monk, sleeping potions and the “mysterious pregnancy” of the principal female character. Much-cited in modern histories of the Gothic novel, unsurprisingly several contemporary reviewers seems to have found the content disturbing: “Our modern romance-writers appear to be
extremely desirous of ascertaining how far it is possible to carry extravagance and absurdity ... He has considerably improved on his models. Besides copying, with little variation, the mysteries of all the castles lately
built, he introduces the mystery of pregnancy ... a most delicate subject in a work principally intended for
the amusement and instruction of females! It would have required abilities of no common kind to conceal
the deformity of such a story; but, in the hands of Mr. Fox, it is productive of great disgust.The style of this
work accords with the variety of terrific conundrums with which it abounds ... (The Critical Review, vol.
22, London, 1798, pp.113). A different French translation of this novel, made by Adélaïde-Gillette Billet
Dufrénoy (1765-1825), was published as Santa-Maria, ou La grossesse mystérieuse (Paris, 1800) .
OCLC lists 1 copy only (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek). Rochedieu p.113; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 00.70.
£2500
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ENGLISH MYSTERY NOVELLA FOR FRENCH READERS

37. [NOVEL.] La Sylphide ou L’ange - gardien. Nouvelle traduite de l’Anglais ...
A Paris, chez Dufart ... [&] Louis ... 1796. 12mo (8.5 x 13.5) 126pp., with engraved frontispiece, and 2 engraved
plates (1 folding with musical notation), a few negligible stains, blank verso of folding plate strengthened along fold,
very good in contemporary gilt-ruled French sheep, spine tooled and titled in gilt, marbled pastedowns, light wear to
extremities.

An attractive copy of this French translation of The new sylph, or, guardian angel. A story ... (London, 1788),
a Gothic novella published by William Lane (1745?-1814), later proprietor of the Minerva Press, and inspired by The Sylph; a novel (London, 1779) by Georgiana Cavendish, duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806).
First printed in 1795, this rendering was made by the novelist Isabelle de Montolieu (1751-1832), translator into French of several of Jane Austen’s novels.This tale, set in seventeenth century Burgundy, centres
on Rose, a beautiful and mysterious young woman who, donning various disguises, reappears at critical
moments to guide the central male character in avoiding the perils of indebtedness, political intrigue in
Paris and injury at war, before revealing her true and identity and accepting his hand in marriage.
Rochedieu appendix I, 72.

£650
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HARRIET LEE’S FIRST NOVEL - TRANSLATED FOR FRENCH READERS

38. [LEE, Harriet.] Herbert, ou Adieu richesses, ou Les mariages.
A Edimbourg, [i.e. Paris] et se trouve a Paris, chez Buisson. 1788. 3 vols. bound in 2. First
edition in French. 12mo (10.5 x 17cm) [4], 264; [2], 275, [1], [2], 282pp., a few negligible dust marks in the margins, engraved eighteenth century French heraldic bookplates
of “Mr. Blondel maitre de requetes intendant de commerce”, marbled pastedowns, marbled
edges, contemporary French marbled calf, ruled in gilt, flat spines gilt in compartments
with original red morocco labels titled & numbered in gilt, light wear to extremities.

A very good copy of the first edition in French translation, rare, of The errors of
innocence (London, 1786), the first novel of Harriet Lee (1757-1851). Together
with her sister Sophia Lee (1750-1824) she established a successful school in
Bath before they both found literary fame in the 1790s as novelists and
playwrights, writing in the Gothic genre in particular. This translation was made
by Pierre Bernard Lemare (1753-1809), who had already translated into French
Sophia Lee’s novel The recess (London, 1783-5) as Le Souterrain, ou Matilde (Paris,
1786). The epistolary narrative here is centred on themes of marriage, remarriage and aristocratic disinheritance. “ ... The writer discovers a very intimate
acquaintance with the manners of fashionable life: and some striking scenes of it
are drawn with a spirited and elegant pencil. The tendency of this novel deserves
our warmest praise; and though there are faults in the execution, yet where
there is so much to commend, we censure with reluctance ...” (The monthly
review, vol. 75, London, 1786, p.230).
Rochedieu p.181; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.77.

£1750
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RADCLIFFE’S GOTHIC COMPETITOR IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

39. [NOVEL.] ROCHE, Regina Maria. Le fils banni, ou La retraite des brigands ... traduit
de l’Anglais.
Paris, chez Joseph Chaumerot. 1808. First edition in French. 4 volumes.12mo (10 x 17cm) 196; 205, [1]; 226; 264pp.,
half-titles present, engraved frontispiece in each volume, very good in contemporary calf-backed boards, spines gilt in
compartments with red and green labels titled and numbered in gilt, green silk bookmarks, negligible chip to joint of
vol. 4, very good.

An attractive copy of this rare first edition in French translation of the Minerva Press gothic novel The
discarded son: or, Haunt of the banditti (London, 1807) by the Irish novelist Regina Maria Roche (17631845). A prolific competitor of Ann Radcliffe (1764-1823), Roche is known in particular for The children
of the abbey (London, 1796) and also Clermont (London, 1798), made notorious as one of the seven “horrid
novels” cited by Jane Austen in Northanger Abbey (London, 1818). The plot centres on the fortunes of Elisabeth and Osmund Munro, children of Capt. Robert Monro (the “discarded son” of the title), who face
torment at the hands of the gothic villain Lord O’Sinister. Elisabeth, abducted by masked men and forced
to marry a foul suitor in a decaying haunted chapel, suffers harrassment from the lascivious Ruthven
while imprisoned in Black Crag Manor. Osmund, captured by brigands, discovers he has fallen in love
with O’Sinister’s daughter while engaging the villain in a duel. For an overview of the plot, see: Frederick
S. Franck, The first Gothics, Garland, New York & London, 1987, pp. 320-321.
Levy, Le roman “gothique” Anglais 1764-1824, p.728.

£2500
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MINERVA PRESS NOVEL IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

40. [NOVEL.] [JACSON, Frances Margaretta.] La femme de bon sens, ou la prisonnière de Bohême: traduction de l’Anglais par B. Ducos, traducteur de Henry.
A Paris, chez Maradan. An VI. – 1798. 4 vols. 12mo (8.5 x 13.5cm) [4], 219, [1]; [4], 221, [1]; [4], 218; [4], 215,
[1]pp., each vol. with half-title and engraved frontispiece, a few leaves with some negligible dustiness, very good in contemporary calf-backed painted paper-covered boards, flat spines with red leather labels titled and numbered in gilt, some light
wear to extremities.

A French translation of the Minerva Press novel Plain Sense (London, 1795) by Frances Margaretta Jacson
(1754-1842). Published anonymously, this was Jacson’s first novel and found popularity and some critical acclaim: “A story more interesting and affecting, or better told, than this, has seldom come under our examination.
Austere as critics are imagined to be, they are not insensible to the charms of such a heroine as Ellen Mordaunt
… we will not diminsh the painfully pleasing suspence in which this novel must hold its readers … The character
of Ellen is actually distinguished, not so much by plain sense, as by highly cultivated judgement, exquisite
feeling, and invincible integrity …” (The British critic , a new review, for July ... December. MDCCXCVI.Volume VIII.
(London, 1796) p.673). The publisher Maradan also produced a 3 volume edition of this translation in the
same year. The translator, Basile-Joseph Ducos (1767-1836), also put into French Mary Wollstonecraft’s The
wrongs of woman or, Maria (from Posthumous works … (London, 1798)) as Maria, ou le malheur d’être femme (Paris,
1798).
Not in Rochedieu; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi, 98.12.

£1250
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“DUELS! ADULTERIES! ... AND BREAKING HEARTS!”

41. [NOVEL.] [BICKNELL, Alexander.] Isabelle ou La bonté récompensée. Histoire attendrissante.
Destinée a instruire le beau sexe en l’amusant ... Traduit de l’Anglois.
A Paris, chez Merigot le Jeune. A Rotterdam, chez Bennet & Hake. 1781. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 15.5cm) [2], 198pp.,
engraved heraldic bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, title-page with related small nineteenth century
heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt
in compartments with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label, green silk bookmark.

First edition in French translation, rare, of Isabella: or,The rewards of good-nature. A sentimental novel. Intended chiefly
to convey united amusement and instruction to the fair-sex ... (London, 1776) by the novelist and editor Alexander
Bicknell (d.1796), known in particular for transforming the journals of Jonathan Carver (1710-1780) into the
narrative published as Travels through the interior parts of North-America ... (London, 1778). This particular romance
was reviewed as one of Bicknell’s better literary efforts: “Death! duels! adulteries! fornications! burning livers and
breaking hearts! what would the present race of novelists do without you, ye horrid train? Yet, notwithstanding
this terrible business ... the work has some merit. For Isabella is a very amiable picture of conjugal tenderness and
prudence ...” (The monthly review, vol. LV, London, 1777, p.157).
This first edition not found in Rochedieu or Martin, Mylne & Frautschi. OCLC lists 3 locations only (Ostfriesische
Bibliothek; Koninklijke Bibliotheek; Taylor Institution, Oxford).
£750
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“DELUSIONS OF THE HEART”: INFLUENCE ON ANN RADCLIFFE

42. [NOVEL.] [BURKE, Anne.] Ela, ou Les illusions de coeur. Traduit de l’Anglois.
A Paris, chez Lagrange. 1788. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 16.5cm) [4], 211, [1]pp., with half-title, engraved heraldic
bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, title-page with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp
(von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments
with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label, silk bookmark, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, rare, of the popular epistolary novel Ela: or, the delusions of the heart. A tale, founded
on facts (London, 1787), the first romance known to have been penned by the Irish gothic writer Anne Burke
(fl.1780-1805), author of, amongst others, The sorrows of Edith (London, 1796) and The secret of the cavern (London,
1805). It is thought that this novel Ela may have had some influence on Ann Radcliffe’s Romance of the forest (London,
1791) (see: Virginia Blain, Patricia Clements & Isobel Grundy (Eds.), The Feminist Companion to Literature in
English , Batsford, 1990, p. 157). The heroine here, influenced by Rousseau, chooses a wayward rogue in place of
a more suitable suitor. “This novel represents, in very lively colours, the fatal effects which may arise to the female
who indulges the tender passion uncontrolled; who listens not to the voice of reason, nor to the admonitions of
her relations and friends. It is indeed a moral, and truly pathetic tale” (The monthly review, vol. 78, London, 1788,
p.166). “While its distress for a time pains, its moral mends the heart. The conduct of the story renders it interesting, and differs from the frequent narratives which, in this season of the year, the press sends forth in abundance;
and it is the conduct and the reflections on the different incidents, rather than the novelty of the story, that distinguish the delufions of Ela” (The critical review, vol. 65, London, 1788, p.75). It was well-received in America,
with editions being printed at Philadelphia (1789), Wilmington (1789) and Boston (1790).
Rochedieu p.39; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.37. OCLC lists 3 locations only (British Library; Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg; Bibliothèque Nationale de France).
£950
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IRISH JACOBITE EMIGRATES TO AMERICA

43. [NOVEL.] BENGER, Elizabeth. Valsinore, ou le Coeur et l’imagination. Traduction de
l’Anglais ...
A Paris, chez Maradan. 1816. First edition in French. 2 volumes. 8vo (11 x 17.5cm) [4], 248; [4], 295, [1]pp., with
half-titles, negligible foxing to first few leaves in each volume, volume 1 with contemporary printed bookseller’s label “Stapleaux ... Bruxelles,” a very good set, uncut in original blue paper wrappers, spines with contemporary printed label, light
wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this French translation of the novel The heart and the fancy, orValsinore ... (London, 1813)
by the novelist and historian Elizabeth Benger (1775-1827). Somerset-born, Benger moved to London in
1802, transcending her humble origins by establishing herself as a writer and literary hostess. This was one
of two novels that followed her poem The abolition of the slave trade (London, 1809), the other being Marian
(London, 1812). Set in the eighteenth century and featuring an Irish Jacobite, Cornelius, who emigrates to
America, The heart and the fancy, orValsinore received several favourable reviews, both in The Gentleman’s Magazine (vol. lxxxiv, London, 1814, pp.159-160) and The new review, and monthly analysis ... (London, July 1813,
pp. 48-49): “Cornelius is an Irishman of the last century, who ... received his education at Rome, where he
became intimate with the exiled princes of the house of Stuart ... he resolves to emigrate, but ... visits a
friend in England, with whose sister he becomes much enamoured ... when the Pretender makes his irruption
into England ... Cornelius is impelled by a romantic sense of honor to fulfil his former engagements, and is
consequently involved in ruin .. they settle in America, where Cornelius ... endeavours to obtain a pardon,
but just as this is achieved, he is visited by domestic misfortunes ...”
£1250
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AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN EPISTOLARY NOVEL

44. [NOVEL.] Géorgina, histoire véritable; par l’auteur de Cécilia. Traduite de l’Anglois ...
A Geneve, et se trouve à Paris, chez Maradan. 1788. First edition in French. 4 vols. bound in 2. 12mo (10 x 16.5cm) xii, 188;
[4], 198; [4], 211, [1]; [4], 164pp., very good in contemporary leather-backed dark green paper-covered boards, boards a little
rubbed with wear at extremities but sound, spines titled & numbered in gilt, all edges red.

First edition in French translation, rare, of the epistolary novel Georgina: or, memoirs of the Bellmour family (London,
1787).Though criticised for multiple plot lines, the work received a positive treatment in The monthly review (London, 1787, vol. 77, p.163):

“We cannot too much commend the spirited manner in which our author has depicted the petit maitre, the man of
mode, he who thinks it impossible for any woman to look on him without affection; and whose confident air seems
to say to her, ‘did you ever behold such an accomplished gentleman? don’t you think me a wonderful creter?’ Such
a character cannot be too severely and sarcastically treated; and we are truly glad to find that this is his fate in the
present performance – our modern novels rather serving as lessons to him in folly and foppery than otherwise,
occasioned by the romantic manner in which the power of love is represented in them. The scene of this novel is
occasionally removed to America; and the author has drawn a very animated picture of the distresses to which the
Bellmour family were reduced, during the fury of the late unnatural war ...”

The authorship of this novel seems to be somewhat uncertain.The title-page of the English edition of 1787 identifies
the author as “a young lady.” The title-page here attributes it to “l’auteur de Cécilia”, Frances Burney (1752-1840)
– presumably an attempt to increase sales. Some catalogues note the authorship of “Georgina Bouverie,” whose
name is printed at the end of the introduction, though no biographical record of “Georgina Bouverie” is forthcoming, and it seems likely that the name is in fact that of a fictional personage, introduced as part of the frame of
the narrative. Other sources cite the novelist Ann Howell, perhaps on account of her Georgina, a novel (London,
1796), though this appears to be a different work entirely.
Rochedieu p.158; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.70. OCLC lists 3 locations only (Rice University Fondren Library; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; National Libary of Sweden).
£950
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“THE FATAL CONSEQUENCES OF GAMING”

45. [NOVEL.] [MACKENZIE, Anna Maria.] Les joueurs, traduit de l’Anglois.
A Geneve, chez Barde Manget ... Et à Paris, chez Defer de Maisonneuve ... 1789. First edition in French. 3 vols. 12mo
(9.5 x 15.5cm) 280; 230; 252pp., leaf A12 (pp.23-24) misbound behind title-page in volume 1 but set complete,
title-pages with small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in near contemporary
sponge-painted boards, spines with original paper labels titled in manuscript, light wear to extremities.
First edition in French translation, scarce, of The gamesters (London, 1786), an epistolary novel by the
prolific writer Anna Maria Mackenzie centred on the dangers of the English obsession with gambling, one
of the defining cultural features of metropolitan Georgian culture. Louisa Jenkins, on visiting her married
sister in London, is horrified to discover that her brother-in-law, Edward Wilmot, is a gamester. The tale
concludes with Wilmot being freed from incarceration in a debtors’ prison by the charity of a kindly lord,
himself a rehabilitated gambling addict. It was well-received in England: “This novel has more to recommend
it, than most publications of the kind ...The characters are well supported, and sufficiently various; the
story well told ... it possesses the merit of placing, in the most striking light, the fatal consequences of
gaming, and illicit amour ... the boundless culpability of Mr.Wilmot often tempts us to despise him, though
he is represented in other respects as a sensible man ... a considerable acquisition to the circulating libraries
... (The English review, vol. vii, London, 1786, pp.223-224).

Rochedieu p.198; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 89.83. OCLC lists 2 locations only (Bibliothèque Nationale
de France; University of Alberta).
£1250
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GEORGIANA’S NOVEL EXPOSING GEORGIAN VICES

46. [NOVEL.] [CAVENDISH, Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire.] Le sylphe, traduit de l’Anglois.
A Geneve; et se trouve a Bruxelles, chez Emmanuel Flon. 1784. Second edition in French. 2 volumes. 12mo (8.5 x 14cm)
[4], 240; [4], 207, [1]pp., with engraved frontispiece in volume 1 (complete, with both half-titles), modern bookplate
(“Girald”) very good in contemporary continental leather-backed sponge-painted boards, spines gilt in compartments with
floral tools, original red and yellow labels titled& numbered in gilt, light wear to extremities.

This scarce French translation of The sylph (London, 1779), an epistolary novel exposing the vices and failings
of the British aristocracy of the 1770s, was made by Pierre le Tourneur (1736-1788). Attributed to Georgiana
Cavendish, Duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806), the parallels between her own addiction to gambling and
fraternising with high society libertines and the rakish characters encountered here by her fictional heroine
Julia Grenville suggest an autobiographical dimension to the work, offering an authentic flavour of the life
of the eighteenth century British aristocracy. This 12mo edition was printed following the 8vo first of the
same year (Genève/Paris: Mérigot, 1784) – both are scarce.
Rochedieu p.50; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 84.15.

£750
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“SUPERIOR TO MOST ... AT STORY-TELLING”

47. [NOVEL.] [HUGHES, Anne.] Zoraïde ou Annales d’un village. Traduit de l’Anglois.
A Londres, et se trouve à Paris, chez Buisson. 1787. 3 vols. bound in 1. First edition in French translation. 8vo (10
x 16cm) [4], 206; [4], 206; [4], 100pp., with half-titles, engraved heraldic bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque
de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, title-page to vol. 1 with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der
Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label, green silk bookmark, spine a little rubbed,
light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, rare, of Zoriada: or,Village annals (London, 1786), the earliest of
four novels attributed to Anne Hughes (fl. 1784-1816). Her three others, Caroline (London, 1787),
Henry and Isabella (London, 1788) and Jemima (London, 1795) were all published by William Lane
(1745-1814) of the Minerva Press. The heroine here, a mysterious orphan arriving from India, fends
off the unwanted advances of an unsavoury lord, assisted in his pursuit by a scheming clergyman.
Marrying Edmond Withers, a doctor’s son, Zoraida discovers a long-lost uncle along the way. The
novel found favour with The Monthly review (vol. 76, London, 1786, pp.265), though the reviewer assumed that the writer was a man: “This novelist is superior to most of his brethren at story-telling.
His portraits likewise have really something striking in them; the highest coloured of which is that of
Parson Swinborne, a truly contemptible character. This picture we are inclined to consider as a likeness;- but whether it actually be intended for the clerical hero in our eye, or whether it be merely the
work of fancy, we cannot pretend to say ...”
Rochedieu p.155; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 87.48.

£1250
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TWO GEORGIAN HEROINES IN ONE NOVEL

48. [NOVEL.] [HELME, Elizabeth.] Clare et Emmeline, ou La Bénédiction maternelle. Nouvelle. Par
l’auter de Louise ou de La Chaumiere, & traduite de l’Anglais par M. Soulés.
A Londres, chez Kearsley; et se trouve, a Paris, chez Lagrange. 1788. 2 vols bound in 1. First edition in French. 8vo (10 x 16cm)
viii, 167, [1]; [4], 183, [1]pp., with half-titles, engraved heraldic bookplate [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”,
first title-page with related small nineteenth century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary
leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco label,
silk bookmark, spine a little rubbed, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, scarce, of the epistolary Clara and Emmeline; or, the maternal benediction... ([London,
1788]), second novel penned by the prolific writer and translator Elizabeth Helme (d.c.1814). The narrative is
centred on two sisters and their relationships with their husbands. “The story ... is new, probable, and interesting.
Instead of an hero, as usual, we have here two heroines, Clara and Emmeline; the latter is the younger sister, who
was, by her deceased mother, left under the care and protection of Clara, a young lady, married, contrary to her
own inclination, to a gamester and libertine. Clara is, indeed, an amiable wife, a tender mother, a dutiful daughter,
and an attentive guardian; but Emmeline, her sister-ward, is weak and credulous ...” (The English review, volume
xi, London, 1788, p.312). “Clara and Emmeline rise above the common rank, and are distinguishable for their
tenderness and their affection, as well as for the various and interesting situations in which they are placed. - The
second plot, however, the character and adventures of lady Anne Delany, appeared to us more entertaining: they
had a greater air of originality, and the spirit of the lady was an agreeable contrast to the softness of Clara. Both
plots are connected with great address ...” (The critical review, vol. 64, London, 1787, p.480).
Rochedieu p.144; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.66.

£850
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GOTHIC TALE OF KIDNAPPING & IMPRISONMENT IN ITALY

49. [NOVEL.] [ROUVIERE, Henrietta.] Suzanne, ou Le chateau du Saint-Bernard, traduit de
l’Anglais ...
Paris, chez Domère. 1821. First edition of this French translation. 2 vols bound in 1. 12mo (10.5 x 15.5cm) [4], 250; [4], 250,
[2]pp., with half-titles, marginal closed tear with no loss to 1 leaf in vol. 1 (pp.75-6), both title-pages with small nineteenth
century heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed) occasional light foxing, very good in contemporary marbled boards, spine
with remnants of old paper label, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this rare French translation of the Minerva Press gothic Lussington Abbey (London, 1804), first novel
of the Irish writer Henrietta Rouviere Mosse (d.1834). She is thought to have arrived in London c.1802 as Henrietta Rouviere, marrying in December 1806 Isaac Mosse (1766-1828), a businessman and author. Set in the seventeenth century, the narrative here traces the history of Susan, an orphan girl of mysterious origins, taken into
the care of a noblewoman, The Marchioness of Oriel. Susan’s charms attract the attention of both the Marquis of
Oriel and his cousin Osmond Lussington, however the Marquis is granted Susan’s hand, much to the torment of
Lussington. On the day of their marriage Susan disappears in mysterious circumstances. Oriel and Lussington
track her journey through France to Italy, where they uncover rumours of a tormented Englishwoman who has
been locked up for many years in a remote chateau. In investigating the story they locate Susan, and in rescuing
her discover the true story of her origins and the identity of her kidnapper. In this anonymous French translation
the title of the novel has been changed to Suzanne, ou Le chateau du Saint-Bernard, with the title-page stating, erroneously, that it was the work of Regina Maria Roche. This is a completely different translation to an earlier French
rendering published as L’Abbaye de Lussington (Paris, 1807).
OCLC locates 2 copies only (Universitätsbibliothek München; Bibliothèque Nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg).
£1750
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LIBERTINE NOVEL BY ANGLOPHILE PAMPHLETEER

50. [NOVEL.] [RUTLIDGE, James.] Alphonsine, ou Les dangers du grand monde; par l’auteur de
la Quinzaine Angloise.
Londres [i.e. Paris.] ; et se trouve à Paris, chez Regnault. 1789. First edition. 2 vols. 8vo (10 x 17cm) viii, 230; [4], 207, [3]pp.,
with half-titles & final leaf of ads. in vol. 2, 3 leaves with small marginal tears (not affecting text), a few small marginal stains,
engraved heraldic bookplates [c.1790?] “Bibliotheque de Mr. le C.te de la Leyen”, title-pages with related small nineteenth century
heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary leather-backed, sponge-patterned boards, spine gilt
in compartments with floral tooling, original gilt-titled citron morocco labels, silk bookmarks, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this novel by the Franco-Irish writer James Rutlidge (1742-1794). Known for his promotion
of English literature in France, Rutlidge moved to Paris in 1772. His best-known work, La quinzaine Angloise à Paris
(Londres [i.e. Paris], 1776) was translated as The englishman’s fortnight in Paris; or, the art of ruining himself there in a
few days (London, 1777). We have not been able to trace any translation into English of this novel, a narrative of
Parisian libertine “education”, remorse and subsequent redemption, in which a young woman, Alphonsine, is forced
to marry an abusive nobleman, Valvain, who uses her to try and regain his fortune. (For comments on Alphonsine
and Rutlidge, see: Raymond Las Vergnas, Le Chevalier Rutlidge, “gentilhomme anglais,” 1742-1794, Paris, 1932,
pp.178-179).
Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 89.99. No copy in British Library. OCLC locates 5 copies (Bibliothèque SainteGeneviève; Deutsche Nationalbibliothek; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; National Library of Sweden;Vanderbilt
University Library).
£2500
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COUPLETS FROM POPE’S ILIAD ON NEEDLEWORK SAMPLER

51. TYMBS, Elizabeth. [Needlework sampler incorporating a quotation from Alexander Pope’s
translation of The Iliad.]
[England.] 14 October 1790. Needlework sampler, silk on linen (approx. 31 x 35cm) text framed by embroidered floral border,
linen ground with some negligible discolouration in places, framed and glazed (original black lacquered [pine?] frame retaining
original eighteenth century glass), frame with some light wear to extremities, verso with remains of label of “Wm.Whiteley Ltd. .
. . Fine Art Depatment.”

Framed by an embroidered floral border, the text of this English needlework sampler, worked 14 October 1790
by Elizabeth Tymbs, consists of a celebrated quotation of three couplets on the subject of friendship spoken by
Achilles in Alexander Pope’s verse translation of Homer’s Iliad (London, 1715-1720): “A generous friendship no
cold medium knows / Burns with one love with one resentment grows / One should our interest and our passion
be / My friend should slight the man who injures me / The bliss of friend- ship vice can never know / From
virtues fount alone that stream must flow.”
£850
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